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Abstract
Building on previous works, we present a general method to define
proof relevant intersection types semantics for pureλ-calculus. We
argue that the bicategory of distributors is an appropriate categori-
cal framework for this kind of semantics. We first introduce a class
of 2-monads whose algebras are monoidal categories modelling re-
source management, following Marsden-Zwardt’s approach. We
show how these monadic constructions determine Kleisli bicate-
gories over the bicategory of distributors and we give a sufficient
condition for cartesian closedness.
We define a family of non-extensional models for pure λ-calculus.
We then prove that the interpretation of λ-terms induced by these
models can be concretely described via intersection type systems.
The intersection constructor corresponds to the particular tensor
product given by the considered free monadic construction. We
conclude by describing two particular examples of these distributor-
induced intersection type systems, proving that they characterize
head-normalisation.
Keywords Lambda Calculus, Linear Logic, Denotational Seman-
tics, Intersection Types, Distributors, Symmetric Sequences, Com-
binatorial Species
1 Introduction
A Logical Approach to Resources The notion of resource is at the
heart of Computer Science. A resource can be copied or deleted,
and these two basic operations affect the behavior of programs.
Those operations are the main reason for complexity explosion.
Hence, a mathematical approach to the notion of resource is natu-
rally required, as it can clarify the understanding of how programs
behave. Awell-known resource-sensitive mathematical framework
is linear logic, introduced by Girard [26] in the 80s . The decompo-
sition of the intuitionistic arrow
A⇒ B = !A⊸ B
is a milestone of theoretical Computer Science and expresses the
general non-linear behaviour of programs. The ! construction says
that we are allowed to copy or delete the input as many times as
needed. Linear logic is thus immediately connected to quantitative
aspects of computation.
Resources via Types A few years before Girard’s introduction of
linear logic, Coppo and Dezani [9] proposed intersection types, a
type-theoretic framework sensitive to the fact that a λ-term can
be typed in several ways. In order to define an intersection type
system, they add another constructor to the syntax: a ∩ b . Then
typability with an intersection type is equivalent to being typable
with both types a and b . This kind of type disciplines proved them-
selves very useful to characterize fundamental notions of normal-
ization in λ-calculus (e .д., head-normalization, β-normalization,
strong normalization) [3, 7, 32]. Moreover, if the intersection type
a∩b is non-idempotent [12, 25], i .e ., a∩a , a, the considered type
system is resource sensitive. In that case, the arrow type
a1 ∩ · · · ∩ ak ⇒ a
encodes the exact number of times that the programneeds its input
during computation. The resource awarness of non-idempotent in-
tersection has been used to prove normalization and standardiza-
tion results by combinatorial means [7] and to express the execu-
tion time of programs and proof-nets [12–14]. The non-idempotent
intersection type system R, is also strictly connected to the Tay-
lor expansion of λ-terms [12, 20]. Thus, resource sensitive inter-
section corresponds also to linear approximation. Another impor-
tant feature of intersection type systems is that they determine a
class of filter models for pure λ-calculus [10]. The correspondence
between intersection types and Engeler-like models is also well-
known. Hence intersection types are both syntactic and semantic
objects.
A Categorical Approach The semantic side of intersection types
is connected also to categorical semantics. A simple and informa-
tive categorical model for λ-calculus is the relational model (MRel )
[39]. Objects ofMRel are sets, while morphisms are multirelations
f ⊆ Mf (A) × B, where Mf (A) is the free commutative monoid
overA. This model arises from the linear logic decomposition. It is
well-known that the semantics induced by the category Mrel cor-
responds to the non-idempotent intersection type system R [12].
This correspondence says that the abstract categorical interpreta-
tion of a λ-term can be presented in a concrete way, as a form of
type assignment. In particular, the intesection type constructor ∩
corresponds to the product in the free commutative monoid. This
fact suggests the possibility tomodel, in all generality, the intersec-
tion type construction via monads. With some relevant modifica-
tions, one can also achieve in this way an idempotent intersection
[16, 18].
Lifting to Bicategories The idea of a bidimensional semantics for
λ-calculus was presented by Seely [41] and further studied in [28].
The passage from 2-category to bicategories consists in a weaken-
ing of the structure. In particular, associativity and identity laws
for horizontal composition are now only up to coherent isomor-
phisms. In this setting, there is a natural generalisation of the
category of relations: the bicategory of distributors (Dist ). Cat-
tani and Winskel [8] proposed a distributor-induced semantics of
concurrency. In particular, they also gave a distributor model of
linear logic, generalising Scott’s domains. In a subsequent paper,
Fiore, Gambino, Hyland and Winskel [21] introduced the bicate-
gory of generalized species of structures (Esp), a rich framework en-
compassing both multirelations and Joyal’s combinatorial species
[30]. They also proved that Esp is cartesian closed and, hence, a
bicategorical model for λ-calculus.
Inspired by their result, Tsukada, Asada andOng [42, 43] showed
that the generalized species semantics of λ-calculus has a syntactic
counterpart in the rigid Taylor expansion of λ-terms. At the same
time, building on [38], Mazza, Pellissier and Vial [37] presented
an higher categorical approach to intersection types and linear ap-
proximation, rooted in the framework of multicategories and dis-
crete distributors. However their constructions do not determine
a denotational semantics for the λ-calculus. The question about
the possibility to give an intersection type denotational semantics
in this categorified setting is then natural.
Our Contribution Building on [21, 22, 24, 36, 42], we define a fam-
ily of distributor-induced proof relevant denotational semantics
for (pure) λ-calculus. In particular, the proposition of [36] to re-
fine the Boom Hierarchy of datatypes via 2-monad theory is cru-
cial. The new framework is list-centred, in the sense that every
monadic construction gives rise to a different way to manage lists
of resources. For example, the symmetricmonoidal strict 2-monad
allows to rearrange the positions of elements of lists, while the rel-
evant monoidal strict 2-monad allows the duplication of elements.
We extend that idea to the Set-enriched setting and to denotational
semantics. We use the term resource monads for the class of 2-
monads that are suitable to model resources.
In a recent paper, Fiore, Gambino, Hyland and Winskel [22] in-
troduced an elegant method that allows to lift (suitable) 2-monads
over the 2-category of small categories to pseudomonads overDist .
Their construction arises by the natural, but technically challeng-
ing, idea that distributors are theKleisli bicategory of a pseudomonad
of presheaves. Thanks to their construction, we are able to bring
the idea that intersection types are semantic objects to a relevant
degree of generality and refinement.
We can sum up the results of the paper in a procedural way:
1. Take a resource monad S .
2. Apply the construction of [22] and obtain a pseudomonad
S˜ (Section 3).
3. Consider the Kleisli bicategory of S˜ , S-Dist . The opposite
bicategory (S-Dist)o = S-CatSym, the bicategory ofS-symmetric
sequences,1 is cartesian closed if the tensor of S is symmet-
ric (Section 3).
4. Consider the λ-calculus semantics induced by S-CatSym
(Section 4).
5. Following the construction presented in Section 5, get the
category of types DA and the intersection type system EA,
generated by a small category A.
6. By the results of Section 5, the considered type system is
a proof relevant denotational semantics for λ-calculus, i.e.,
the distributor that interprets a λ-termM is defined in the
following way:
JMK®x (∆,a) =
{
π˜
...
∆ ⊢ M : a
}
1 A parametric generalisation of the bicategory of categorical symmetric
sequences[24].
where π˜ is an equivalence class of type derivations, a is a type and ∆
is a type context. The equivalence relation is induced by the defini-
tion of composition in the appropriate bicategory S-CatSym.As in
[37], our construction gives rise to four intersection type systems,
a linear system, from the symmetric monoidal strict completion,
an affine system, from the semicartesian strict completion, a rel-
evant system, from the relevant strict completion and a cartesian
system, from the cartesian strict completion. The structure of the
resource monad S gives the kind of intersection connective. For ex-
ample, the 2-monad for symmetric strict monoidal categories de-
termines a non-idempotent symmetric intersection. By contrast,
the 2-monad for cartesian categories determines an intersection
that admits duplication and erasing of resources. The equivalence
relation is crucial, since it forces the preservation under reduction
not only of typability, but of the amount of equivalence classes of
type derivations. We obtain then a new quantitative information,
not directly available to the standard intersection type disciplines2.
We were also able to give a new definition of subject expansion
and reduction, extended to type derivations. It is worth noting the
absolute centrality of Yoneda Lemma for coends, that is not simply
a technical tool, but is the heart of the substitution phenomenon in
subject expansion-reduction3 . At this point one could wonder if
it is possible to define an explicit deterministic reduction relation
over equivalence classes of type derivations, but we leave it to fu-
ture work.
Our contribution is also the first attempt, known to the author,
to present intersection type systems where the notion of type mor-
phism plays a central role. This was already implicit in the notion
of subtyping, where the definition of a preorder over types is a stan-
dard construction to talk about refinement. However, our model
internalizes subtyping in a categorical framework: the preorder
relation a ≤ b is replaced by an arrow a → b in an appropriate
category of types. The construction of morphisms between types
naturally generalizes the standard subtyping rules, as expected.
Moreover, the categorical setting makes explicit the contravari-
ant behaviour of the implication type.
Finally we give a parametic proof of head-normalization theo-
rem for our denotational models, adapting to our context the re-
ducibility arguments of [12, 32]. Similar arguments could be con-
structed also for other relevant normalization properties, butwe do
not develop them here. We conclude by considering two concrete
examples of our construction. The first one is the linear intersec-
tion type system, a refinement of Gardner-de Carvalho’s System R .
The second one is the cartesian intersection type system, that is a
refinement of the original Coppo-Dezani intersection type system.
2 Categorical Background
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basics of bicategory
theory, for which we refer to [5]. For a categoryC we writeCo for
its opposite category. For a bicategory C we write Cop for the
bicategory obtained by reversing the 1-cells of C but not the 2-
cells. We writeCAT for the 2-category of categories, functors and
natural transformations andCat for its full sub-2-category of small
categories.
2In [42] this information is used in the special case of generalized species of structures
to count the number of reduction paths of a non-deterministic program.
3The coend notion has already been used to model computational notions, notably in
the semantics of second-order linear logic [40].
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2.1 Integers and Lists
We define the category C of finite ordinals and functions.
1. Obj(C) = {[n] = {1, . . . ,n} | n ∈ N}.
2. C([n], [m]) = [m][n].
3. the category C is symmetric strict monoidal, with tensor
product given by addition:
[n] ⊕ [m] = [n +m]
Let α : [k1] → [k
′
1] and β : [k2] → [k
′
2], then
(α ⊕ β)(i) =
{
α(i) if i ≤ k1
β(i − k1) + k
′
1 otherwise.
Let k1, . . . ,kn be integers and α : [m] → [n] we define α¯ :
[
∑m
j=1 kα (j)] → [
∑n
i=1 ki ] as follows:
α¯ (
l−1∑
j=1
kα (j) + p) =
α (l )−1∑
i=1
ki + p
with l ∈ [m], and 1 ≤ p ≤ kα (l ).
From C we can build categories of indexed families of objects
over finite ordinals. Let 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉 be a list of elements of A. We
write l(®a) for its length. We denote lists as ®a, ®b, ®c . . . Given a list
®a = 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉 and a function α : [k] → [k
′] we define the right
action of α on ®a as ®a{α} = 〈aα (1), . . . ,aα (k)〉. Given a category A,
we define the category CA of lists of A, as follows:
1. Obj(CA) = {〈a1, . . . , an〉 | ai ∈ A}.
2. CA(〈a1, . . . , an〉, 〈b1, . . . ,bm〉) = {〈α , f1, . . . , fm〉 | α : [m] →
[n] and fi : aα (i ) → bi }.
3. For 〈α , ®f 〉 : ®a → ®b and 〈β , ®д〉 : ®b → ®c, composition is given
by
〈β , ®д〉 ◦ 〈α , ®f 〉 = 〈α ◦ β , ®д ◦ ®f {α}〉
The categoryCA is monoidal strict, with tensor product
given by list concatenation. We consider also the category
of tuples ofA, An . We denote as ®f , ®д . . . the morphisms of
this category, being simply tuple of morphisms.
4. We exhibit some of the relevant structure of CA that we
will use later.
a. Symmetries: for ®a1, . . . , ®ak ∈ CA with l(®ai ) = ki and
σ ∈ Sk symmetries
σ⋆ :
k⊕
i=1
®ai →
k⊕
i=1
®aσ (i ) = (
k⊕
i=1
®ai ){σ }
are defined as 〈σ¯ , 1a1 , ®1⊕k
i=1 ®aσ (i )
〉.
b. Diagonals: for ®a = 〈a1, . . . ,an〉 ∈ CA there is a mor-
phism
c ®a = 〈c[n], 1a1 , ..., 1an , 1a1 , ..., 1,an 〉 : ®a → ®a ⊕ ®a
where c[n] : [n] ⊕ [n] → [n] is a surjective function,
defined in the natural way as
c[n](i) =
{
i if i ≤ n
i − n otherwise.
c. Terminal morphisms: for ®a ∈ CA, there is a unique mor-
phism
♦ ®a : ®a → 〈〉
in particular, the empty list is a terminal object.
d. Projections: for ®a = 〈a1, . . . ,an〉, ®b = 〈b1, . . . ,bm〉 ∈
CA, there are canonical morphisms
π1,2 = 〈p1,2, 1a1 , . . . , 1an 〉 : ®a ⊕
®b → ®a
π2,2 = 〈p2,2, 1b1 , . . . , 1bn 〉 : ®a ⊕
®b → ®b
where p1,2 : [n] → [n] ⊕ [m] and p2,2 : [m] → [n] ⊕ [m]
are the inclusion functions. The former data give to ⊕
the structure of a cartesian product.
e. Structural morphisms: For 〈®a1, . . . , ®an〉 and α : [m] →
[n] with l(®ai ) = ki we define
α⋆ :
n⊕
i=1
®ai →
m⊕
j=1
®aα (j) = (
n⊕
i=1
®ai ){α}
as α⋆ = 〈α¯ , ®1⊕k
i=1 ®aα (i )
〉. Structural morphisms intu-
itively are all morphisms generated by composition of
the free structure of CA (symmetries, projections, etc).
2.2 Coend calculus
Virtually everything that follows is rooted in the notion of coend.
Definition 2.1. Let F : Co × C → D be a functor. A cowedge
for F is an object T ∈ D together with a family of morphisms
wc : F (c, c) → T such that the following diagram commutes
F (c ′, c) F (c, c)
F (c ′, c ′) T
F (f ,1)
F (1, f ) wc
wc′
for f : c → c ′.
A coend is then an universal cowedge. We denote the coend of F
as
∫ c ∈C
F (c, c). Clearly a coend is a kind of colimit, precisely a co-
equaliser. The integral notation is justified by the formal calculus
connected with this notion4.
Lemma 2.2 (Yoneda Ninja). Let K ,H : C → Set be, respectively, a
contravariant and a covariant functor. We have the following natural
isomorphisms
K(−) 
∫ c ∈C
K(c) ×C(−,c) H (−) 
∫ c ∈C
H (c) ×C(c,−).
4For a proper introduction to coend calculus see [35]. This calculus is an elegant and
very useful tool to prove things by abstract nonsense.
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2.3 Presheaves
For a small category A define PA = [Ao, Set], the category of
presheaves of A and natural transformations. If A is monoidal, for
X ,Y ∈ PA, we define the Day convolution tensor product [11]
pointwise
(X ⊗ˆY )(a) =
∫ a1,a2∈A
X (a1) × Y (a2) ×A(a,a1 ⊗ a2).
The Day convolution is symmetric if the tensor of A is. It is
well-known and crucial that PA is the free cocompletion of A. This
derives directly fromYoneda embedding andwhat is called the den-
sity theorem, i.e., that presheaves are canonical colimits of repre-
sentables. The freeness condition is then satisfied by the left Kan
extension:
A PA
B
YA
F
LY (F )
Where B is a cocomplete category, YA is the Yoneda embedding
and F a colimit preserving functor.
2.4 Distributors
We now define the bicategory of distributors.
• 0-cells are small categories A,B,C . . . ;
• 1 cells F : A 9 B are functors F : Bo × A → Set . By
the cartesian closed structure ofCat we have the following
equivalence:
F : Bo ×A→Set
F λ : A→ PB
Hencewewill switch fromone to the other presentation
of distributors when convenient.
• 2-cells α : F ⇒ G are natural transformations.
• For fixed 0-cells A and B, 1-cells and 2-cells organize them-
selves as a categoryDist(A,B).Compositionα⋆β inDist(A,B)
is called vertical composition.
• For A ∈ Dist , the identity 1A : A 9 A is defined as the
Yoneda embedding 1A(a,a
′) = A(a,a′).
• For 1-cells F : A9 B and G : B 9 C the horizontal compo-
sition is given by
(G ◦ F )(c,a) =
∫ b ∈B
G(c,b) × F (b,a).
Composition is only associative up to canonical isomor-
phism. For this reason Dist is a bicategory [5] .
• There is a symmetric monoidal structure on Dist given by
the cartesian product of categories: A ⊗ B = A × B. The
bicategory of distributors is monoidal closed, with linear
exponential object defined as A⊸ B = Ao × B.
• For A,B ∈ Obj(Dist) there is a zero distributor ∅A,B ∈
Dist(A,B) such that for all 〈b,a〉 ∈ B ×A, ∅A,B (b,a) = ∅.
2.5 Resource Monads
For a proper introduction to two-dimensional monad theory we
refer to [4].
Definition 2.3. Let C be a 2-category. A 2-monad over C is a
triple (T ,m, e)whereT is a 2-endofunctor on C andm : T 2 → T , e :
1 → T are 2-natural transformations satisfying the usual monadic
commutative diagrams. A pseudomonad over C is the same as a
2-monad but the commutation of diagrams is only up to coherent
isomorphisms.
We present a list of 2-monads over CAT , the 2-category of cate-
gories, functors and natural transformations. We follow the spirit
of [36]. We call these monads resource monads. The intuition is
that each of these monadic constructions gives a particular notion
of resource management.
1. The strict monoidal categorymonad: the 2-monad overCAT
that sends a category A to its free strict monoidal comple-
tion;
2. The symmetric strictmonoidal categorymonad: the 2-monad
over CAT that sends a category A to its free symmetric
strict monoidal completion;
3. The semicartesian strict monoidal category monad: the 2-
monad over CAT that sends a category A to the free sym-
metric strict monoidal category with tensor unit being ter-
minal;
4. The relevant strict monoidal category monad: the 2-monad
over CAT that sends a category A to the free symmetric
strict monoidal category with diagonals;
5. The cartesian strict monoidal category monad: the 2-monad
over CAT that sends a category A to its free strict finite
products completion. One can see it also as the free semi-
cartesian monoidal strict completion with well-behaved di-
agonals.
For S resource monad, we call the tensor product of S the tensor
product on SA. We call S-monoidal functor a functor that preserves
the structure on the nose. The following proposition is a compact
characterisation of the free constructions for resource monads.
Proposition 2.4. For A ∈ Cat and ®a, ®b ∈ CA with n = l(®a),m =
l(®b) we define
CA∗(®a, ®b) =
∑
α :[m]→[n]
∏
i ∈[m]
A(aα (i ),bi )
for α : [m] → [n] being restricted either to general functions,
bijections, surjections, injections or identities. The following holds:
1. If α is restricted to identities, then CA∗(®a, ®b) is the homset of
the free strict monoidal category on A.
2. If α is restricted to bijections, then CA∗(®a, ®b) is the homset of
the free symmetric strict monoidal category on A.
3. If α is restricted to injections, then CA∗(®a, ®b) is homset of the
free semicartesian monoidal strict category on A.
4. If α is restricted to surjections, then CA∗(®a, ®b) is the homset
of free relevant monoidal strict category on A.
5. If α is a general function then CA∗(®a, ®b) is the homset of the
free cartesian monoidal strict category on A.
Proof. This proposition is an extension to the Set-enriched case of
the result presented in [36]. The proof exploits the fact that each
CA∗(®a, ®b) defines a subcategory of CA. The unit ηA : A → CA
∗ is
given by the singleton embedding
a 7→ 〈a〉
Weconsider a resourcemonad S . Let B be a S-monoidal category
and F be a functor. We need to define a unique S-monoidal strong
4
functor F ♯ that makes the following diagram commute
A SA
B
ηA
F
F ♯
The general form of F ♯ : SA→ B is
F ♯(〈a1, . . . , an〉) =
⊗
i ∈[n]
F (ai ).
The action of F ♯ onmorphisms is defined case by case. The unicity
is proved pointwise. 
Proposition 2.5. Let A,B ∈ Cat and S be a resource monad. If the
tensor product of S is symmetric, then we have
S(A⊔ B) ≃ SA × SB.
Proof. We build the equivalence, exploiting the universal property
of SA. We define a functor F : A ⊔ B → SA× SB as follows
F (ιi (c)) =
{
〈〈c〉, 〈〉〉 if i = 1
〈〈〉, 〈c〉〉 if i = 2.
Then the universal property of S(A⊔B) gives a functor µ0 = F
♯ :
S(A⊔B) → SA×SB. We define a functor µ1 : SA× SB → S(A⊔B)
by concatenation. The symmetry hypothesis is used to prove that
µ1 ◦ µ0  1S (A⊔B). 
2.6 The 2-monadic Lifting
In [22], an elegant method to extend 2-monads over Cat to pseu-
domonads over Dist is introduced. The construction is based on
the intuition that the bicategory of distributors is the Kleisli bicat-
egory for a suitable pseudomonad of presheaf on the 2-category
Cat . Indeed, this idea is very natural: a distributor is just a functor
F : A → PB. However, this is not possible since for a small cat-
egory A, PA is not small any more. In [22] the notion of relative
pseudomonad is defined, in order to deal with this problem.
Given a 2-monad S over C, we can build the 2-category of alge-
bras of S , S-AlдC as follows:
• An object of S-AlдC is given by an object A ∈ C, called the
underlying object, and a morphism hA : SA→ A, called the
structure map, that is compatible with the monadic struc-
ture in the usual way.
We generally denote algebras by A,B, . . .
• For algebras A,B a morphism f : A → B is a morphism
f : A→ B together with an invertible 2-cell
SA SB
A B
Sf
hA hB
f
required to satisfy two coherence axioms [4].
For the pseudoalgebras of a 2-monad, the usual monadic dia-
grams areweakened into coherences [4]. We denote the 2-category
of pseudoalgebras of S as S-PsAlдC .
Definition 2.6 (Relative pseudomonad). Let J : C → D be a
pseudofunctor between 2-categories. A relative pseudomonad T
over J is the collection of the following data:
• for A ∈ C, an object TA ∈ D;
• for A,B ∈ C, a functor (−)∗
A,B : D(JA,TB) → D(TA,TB);
• for A ∈ C, a morphism iA : JA→ TA;
• for f : A → B and д : B → C a family of invertible two-
cells µf ,д : (д
∗ ◦ f )∗  д∗ ◦ f ∗;
• for f : JA → TB a family of invertible two cells ηf : f 
f ∗ ◦ ix ;
• a family of invertible two cells i∗
A
 1TA.
This data has also to satisfy two coherence conditions [22].
The explicit connection between pseudomonads and relative pseu-
domonads is given by the follwowing proposition. For the proper
definition of all the notions related to relative pseudomonads we
refer to [22].
Proposition 2.7 (Fiore, Gambino, Hyland,Winskel). Apseudomonad
is a relative pseudomonad over the identity.
Given a relative pseudomonadT over J : C → D and a 2-monad
S over C, we can define a notion of lifting of T to pseudoalgebras
of S [22]. The idea is that the lifting, denoted T˜ , is a relative pseu-
domonad over the lifted pseudofunctor J˜ : S-AlдC → S-PsAlдD
5.
Lemma2.8 (Fiore-Gambino-Hyland-Winskel). Distributors are the
Kleisli bicategory for the relative pseudomonad of presheaves P over
the inclusion functor j : Cat → CAT .
Proposition 2.9 (Fiore-Gambino-Hyland-Winskel). If a relative pseu-
domonad T over J : C → D admits a lifting to pseudoalgebras of S ,
then S can be extended to a pseudomonad on Kl(T ).
We shall use the same construction as foundation of our in-
tersection type semantics for pure λ-calculus. Given a resource
monad we want to express it via distributors. Given a resource
monad S one can define a relative pseudomonad S ′ over the inclu-
sion functor J : Cat → CAT in the natural way. From this moment
we will confuse S with S ′ without further notice.
Theorem 2.10. The resource monads admit a lifting of pseudoalge-
bras for the relative pseudomonad P .
Proof. For the monoidal strict monad, the symmetric monoidal
strict monad and the semi-cartesian strict monad, the result was
already proved in [22]. We prove the result for the relevant re-
source monad and the cartesian resource monad, following their
general method.
In order to extend Fiore, Gambino, Hyland andWinskel’s method
to the case of symmetric strict monoidal categories with diagonals,
we need to check three conditions:
1. The relevant structure lifts to presheaves.
2. The Yoneda embedding preserves the relevant structure.
3. Let A be S-monoidal category, B be a S-monoidal cocom-
plete category and F : A → B be a strong monoidal S-
functor. Cocontinous functors F : PA → B preserve the
relevant structure.
5In order to obtain this lifting one has to add the condition that the 2-monad S restricts
along J [22].
5
The three condition are verified exploiting the fact that a presheaf
is a canonical colimit of representables. The cartesian resource
monad is actually a direct corollary of the lifting of the 2-monad
for finite products, again proved in [22]. 
3 The Bicategory S-CatSym
We denote S-Dist the Kleisli bicategory for the pseudomonad S˜, for
S being a resourcemonad. We define the bicategory ofS-categorical
symmetric sequences, by S-CatSym = (S-Dist)op . It is useful to give
an explicit definition of the relevant structure of S-CatSym.
1. Obj(S-CatSym) = Obj(Cat).
2. For A,B ∈ S-Dist , we have
S-CatSym(A,B) = S-Dist(B,A) = Dist(B, SA).
3. The identity is defined as
1A(®a,a) = SA(®a, 〈a〉).
4. For F : A  B and G : B  C S-categorical symmetric
sequences, composition is given by considering F andG as
S-distributors:
(G ◦ F )(®a, c) =
∫ ®b ∈SB
G(®b, c) × F ♯(®a, ®b).
Where
F ♯(®a, ®b) =
∫ ®a1, ..., ®al( ®b)∈SA l( ®b )∏
i=1
F (®ai ,bi ) × SA(
l( ®b )⊕
i=1
®ai , ®a).
5. S-CatSym is cartesian. The cartesian product is the disjoint
union A & B = A ⊔ B and the projections are defined as
follows:
πi,2(®c, a) = S(A ⊔ B)(®c, 〈ιi (a)〉).
The terminal object is the empty category.
6. If the 2-monad S admits a symmetric tensor product, then S-
CatSym is cartesian closed. Indeed, if the tensor product on
SA is symmetric, we have the following "Seely equivalence"
(Proposition 2.5):
S(A⊔ B) ≃ S(A) × S(B).
From that, one can build the following chain of equivalences, that
gives the right biadjoint to the cartesian product:
S-CatSym(A& B,C) = Dist(C,S(A ⊔ B)) =
Cat(S(A⊔ B)o ×C,Set) ≃
Cat(SAo × (SBo ×C),Set) =
S-Dist(SBo ×C,A) = S-CatSym(A,SBo ×C)
This chain of equivalences suggests to consider SBo × C as the
exponential object.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a resource monad with symmetric tensor
product. The bicategory S-CatSym is cartesian closed.
4 Models for pure λ-calculus
Wework in the the bicategory S-CatSym, parametric over resource
monads. From now on, S admits a symmetric tensor product. We
build a family of non-extensional bicategorical models for pure λ-
calculus. When we write SAn (resp. SAo) we always mean (SA)n
(resp. (SA)o).
Definition 4.1. LetA be a small category. We define by induction
a family of small categories as follows:
D0 = A Dn+1 = (SD
o
n × Dn ) ⊔A
We define by induction on n ∈ N a sequence of inclusions ιn :
Dn ֒→ Dn+1:
ι0 = ιA ιn+1 = (S(ιn)
o × ιn ) ⊔ 1A
Then we set DA = lim−→
n∈N
Dn .
This definition is a generalisation of the standard construction
for reflexive objects in Mrel . Both constructions are actually a
special case of the standard free-algebra construction for an (un-
pointed) endofunctor [31]. In our case the endofunctor is S(−)o ×
(−) : Cat → Cat .We denote as ξn : SD
o
n ×Dn → Dn+1 the canoni-
cal inclusion, for all n ∈ N. The category DA is the filtered colimit
for the diagram (Dn ֒→ Dn+1)n∈N . If we set 〈a1, . . . , ak 〉 ⇒ a ::=
〈〈a1, . . . ak 〉, a〉,we can give a completely type-theoretic presenta-
tion of the category DA as in Figure 1.
Proposition 4.2. There exists a canonical inclusion functor ι : SDo
A
×
DA ֒→ DA.
Proof. The result derives directly from the filtered colimit construc-
tion. We remark that
SDoA × DA  lim−→
n∈N
SDon × lim−→
n∈N
Dn .
Hence we can define ι : SDo
A
× DA ֒→ DA as
ι((a1, . . . ,ak ),a) = yj+1(ξj (〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉, a)
where j = min{n ∈ N | (〈〈a1, . . . , ak 〉,a〉 ∈ !D
o
n × Dn } and yj+1 :
Dj+1 → D is the canonical injection of Dj+1 . 
We remark that DA  (SD
o
A
× DA) ⊔ A. We now define our
retraction pair in S-CatSym:
i : (S(SDoA × DA))
o × DA → Set
〈 ®d,a〉 7→ SDA(S(ι)( ®d), 〈a〉)
j : SDoA × (SD
o
A × DA) → Set
〈®a′, 〈®a,a〉〉 7→ SDA(®a
′
, 〈ι(®a,a)〉)
Theorem 4.3. We have that j ◦ i  1
D
DA
A
.
The interpretation of a λ-term is defined by induction in the
usual way, following the definition given in [2, Section 4.6] We
fix a constant type D such that D = D ⇒ D.6
1. On types:
JDK = DA
JΓK = JDK & · · · & JDK
6It is worth noting that we do not require for this equation to be semantically satisfied,
i.e. we condier non-extentional models.
6
Types:
a := o ∈ A | 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉 ⇒ a
Morphisms:
f ∈ A(o,o′)
f : o → o′
〈α , ®f 〉 : ®a′ → ®a f : a → a′
〈α , ®f 〉 ⇒ f : (®a ⇒ a) → (®a′ ⇒ a′)
α : [k] → [k ′] f1 : aα (1) → a
′
1 · · · fk : aα (k) → a
′
k
〈α , f1, . . . , fk 〉 : 〈a1, . . . , ak′〉 → 〈a
′
1, . . . ,a
′
k
〉
Derivations:
f1 : ®a1 → 〈〉, . . . , f : ®ai → 〈a〉, . . . , fn : ®an → 〈〉
x1 : ®a1, . . . ,xi : ®ai , . . . xn : ®an ⊢ xi : a
Γ0 ⊢ M : 〈a1, . . . , ak 〉 ⇒ a (Γi ⊢ N : ai )
k
i=1 η : ∆ →
⊗k
i=0 Γi
∆ ⊢ MN : a
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a
Figure 1. Category of Types DA and Intersection Type System EA .
JxK®x (∆,a) = SD
n(∆, 〈〈〉, . . . , 〈a〉, . . . , 〈〉〉)
Jλx .MK®x (∆,a) =
{
JMK®x ⊕〈x 〉(∆ ⊕ 〈®a
′〉, a′) if a = ι(®a′,a′)
∅ otherwise.
JMN K®x (∆,a) =
∫ ®a=〈a1, ...,ak 〉∈SD ∫ Γ0, ...,Γk ∈SDn
JMK®x (Γ0, ι(®a,a))×
k∏
i=1
JN K®x (Γi ,ai )×SD
n(∆,
k⊗
i=0
Γi )
Figure 2. Denotation of λ-terms.
[д : a → b]
(
f1 : ®a1 → 〈〉, . . . , fi = 〈α , f 〉 : ®ai → 〈a〉, . . . , fn : ®an → 〈〉
x1 : ®a1, . . . , xi : ®ai , . . . xn : ®an ⊢ xi : a
)
=
f1 : ®a1 → 〈〉, . . . , 〈д〉 ◦ fi = 〈α ,д ◦ f 〉 : ®ai → 〈b〉, . . . , fn : ®an → 〈〉
x1 : ®a1, . . . , xi : ®ai , . . . xn : ®an ⊢ xi : b
[〈α , ®д〉 ⇒ д : ®a ⇒ a → ®b ⇒ b]
©­­«
π
...
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a
ª®®¬ =
[д]π {〈1, 〈α , ®д〉〉}
...
∆,x : ®b ⊢ M : b
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®b ⇒ b
[д : a → b]
©­­­«
π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
( πi
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1 η : ∆ →
⊗k
0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : a
ª®®®¬ =
[1 ⇒ д]π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ b
( πi
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1 η : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : b
Where ®a = 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉.
Figure 3. Left action on derivations.
2. On terms:
Jx1 : D, . . . ,xn : D ⊢ xi : DK = πi,n
JΓ ⊢ λx .M : DK = i ◦ λ(JΓ,x : D ⊢ M : DK)
JΓ ⊢ PQ : DK = evD,D ◦ 〈j ◦ JΓ ⊢ P : DK, JΓ ⊢ Q : DK〉.
5 Intersection Types as Distributors
Theorem 4.3 says that the category DA is a non-extensional model
for pure λ-calculus. Wewill denote, with a small abuse of language,
SDA as SD. We now want to make explicit the idea that the se-
mantics induced by this category is an intersection type system.
In order to do so, we are going to define a parallel semantics, that
we call the denotation of a λ-term. The intuition is that the denota-
tion is the type-theoretic presentation, up to isomorphism, of the
categorical semantics.
We call intersection type contexts, or contexts for short, the ob-
jects of SDn . Let Γ = 〈®b1, . . . , ®bn 〉, Γ
′
= 〈 ®b ′1, . . . , ®b ′n〉 ∈ SD
n . We
set Γ ⊗ Γ′ = 〈®b1 ⊕ ®b ′1, . . . ®bn ⊕ ®b ′n 〉. A morphism of contexts is a
list of morphisms η = 〈〈α1, ®f1〉, . . . , 〈αn , ®fn〉〉 : Γ → ∆. For
η = 〈〈α1, ®f1〉, . . . , 〈α1, ®fn〉〉 : Γ → ∆
θ = 〈〈β1, ®д1〉, . . . , 〈βn , ®дn 〉〉 : Γ
′ → ∆′
we define η ⊗ θ = 〈〈α1 ⊕ β1, ®f1 ⊕ ®д1〉, . . . , ⊕〈αn ⊕ βn , ®fn ⊕ ®дn 〉〉.
This tensor product inherits the relevant structure from ⊕7 .
7Then, if ⊕ is symmetric, semicartesian, relevant, cartesian also ⊗ is.
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We define a denotational model for pure λ-calculus as in Figure
2. In general, JMK®x is a distributor from D to SD
n .
The Denotation is Isomorphic to the Semantics The denotation of a
term is isomorphic to its bicategorical interpretation via the Seely
equivalence (Proposition 2.5). We recall that we denote as µ1 the
component of this equivalence that goes from SA × SB to S(A ⊔
B). We denote as µ¯ the corresponding distributor of µ1, defined as
µ¯(®c, (®a, ®b)) = S(A⊔ B)(®c, µ1(®a, ®b)).
Theorem 5.1. Let M ∈ Λ, ®x ⊃ FV (M) and Γ ⊢ M : D such that
supp(Γ) = ®x . We have a natural isomorphism
JMK®x  JΓ ⊢ M : DK ◦Dist µ¯1.
Proof. By induction on the structure ofM , via lengthy but straight-
forward coend manipulations. 
TheDenotation as an Intersection Type System Wenow give a type-
theoretic description of the denotation of a λ-term. We define the
intersection type system EA, where types and morphisms live in
the category DA (Figure 1). Thanks to this type theoretic descrip-
tion, we can present the denotation’s action on morphism as right
and left actions on type derivations:
π
...
∆ ⊢ M : a
 
([f ] π ){η}
...
∆
′ ⊢ M : a′
with f : a → a′ and η : ∆′ → ∆. The actions are inductively de-
fined in Figures 3 and 4. Notice the contravariance of the right ac-
tion. An inspection of the definition gives [f ](π {η}) = ([f ]π ){η}
and if π ∼ π ′ then [f ]π {η} ∼ [f ]π ′{η}. Hence, actions are well-
defined on equivalence classes of type derivations.
We set π˜ as the equivalence class of π for the smallest con-
gruence generated by the rules of Figure 5. Let ®x ⊃ fv(M) and
l(®x) = n. We now define the intersection type distributor of M,
TD (M)®x : D 9 SD
n , as follows:
1. on objects
TD (M)®x (∆,a) =
{
π˜
...
∆ ⊢ M : a
}
2. on morphisms
TD (M)®x (f ,η) : TD (M)®x (∆,a) → TD (M)®x (∆
′
,a′)
π˜ 7→ [f ]π {η}
Lemma 5.2. TD (M)®x is a functor.
Proof. It is enough to prove that
TD (M)®x (f ◦ д,η ◦ θ) = TD (M)®x (f ,η) ◦TD (M)®x (д, θ)
since TD (M)®x (1(∆,a)) = 1TD (M) ®x (∆,a) derives from an easy inspec-
tion of the definitions. We prove the result by induction on the
structure ofM . 
Theorem 5.3. LetM ∈ Λ. Then we have a natural isomorphism
JMK®x (∆,a)  TD (M)®x (∆,a).
Proof. By induction on the structure ofM . 
Type Derivations under Reduction A very interesting feature of
the model is that induces the preservation of intersection type
derivations under reduction. This is not at all a standard property
of type systems: from subject reduction and subject expansion we
don’t get a proof relevant semantics.
In this case the semantics is obtained thanks to the congruence
on type derivations imposed by the coend construction.
We now present a proof of
JMK®x (∆,a)  JN K®x (∆,a)
when M →β N , refining the standard subject reduction and ex-
pansion.
We set SubM,x,N (∆,a) =
∫ ®a∈SD ∫ Γj ∈SDn
JMK®x,x (Γ0⊕(®a), a)×
l ( ®a)∏
i=1
JN K®x (Γi ,ai )× !D
n(∆,Ξ)
where Ξ =
⊗k
j=0 Γj .
Lemma 5.4. Let M,N ∈ Λ and x ∈ V . We have a natural isomor-
phism
JM[N /x]K®x (∆,a)  SubM,x,N (∆,a).
Proof. By Induction on the structure ofM{N /x} via lengthy coend
manipulations. It is worth noting that, in the proof of the applica-
tion case, the hypothesis about the symmetry of the tensor product
over SD is crucial, as expected. We do the variable case. LetM = x,
thenM{N /x} = N and
SubM,x,N (∆,a) ∫ ®a,Γi
SDn(Γ0, 〈〈〉, . . . , 〈〉〉) × SD(®a, 〈a〉)
×
∏
i ∈[l ( ®a)]
JN K®x (Γi , ai ) × SD
n (∆,
⊗
i ∈[l ( ®a)]
Γi )
We apply Yoneda twice and, since the number of contexts Γi de-
pends on the length of the list, we get∫
Γ
JN K®x (Γ, a) × SD
n(∆, Γ)
We can then conclude by applying Yoneda one more time. 
Theorem 5.5. Let M ∈ Λ and M →β N . We have a natural iso-
morphism
JMK®x (∆,a)  JN K®x (∆,a).
Proof. Completely straightforward induction on the β-reduction
step. The base case is given directly by the former lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. LetM ∈ Λ be a head-normal form. Then
JMK®x , ∅DA,SD
l( ®x)
A
.
Proof. Wehave thatM = λ®x .xQ1 · · ·Qn .Weprove it forxQ1 · · ·Qn ,
the extension being immediate.
It is enough to take the following type derivation
1 : 〈〈〉 ⇒ · · · ⇒ 〈〉 ⇒ a〉 → 〈〈〉 ⇒ · · · ⇒ 〈〉 ⇒ a〉
x : 〈〈〉 ⇒ · · · ⇒ 〈〉 ⇒ a〉 ⊢ x : 〈〉 ⇒ · · · ⇒ 〈〉 ⇒ a
x : 〈〈〉 ⇒ · · · ⇒ 〈〉 ⇒ a〉 ⊢ xQ1 · · ·Qn : a
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(
f1 : ®a1 → 〈〉, . . . , fi : ®ai → 〈a〉, . . . , fn : ®an → 〈〉
x1 : ®a1, . . . ,xi : ®ai , . . . xn : ®an ⊢ xi : a
)
{η} =
f1 ◦ д1 : ®b1 → 〈〉, . . . , fi ◦ дi : ®bi → 〈a〉, . . . , fn ◦ дn : ®bn → 〈〉
x1 : ®b1, . . . ,xi : ®bi , . . . xn : ®bn ⊢ xi : a
©­­«
π
...
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a
ª®®¬ {η} =
π {η ⊕ 〈1〉}
...
∆
′, x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆
′ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a©­­­«
π1
...
Γ1 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
( πi
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1 θ : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : a
ª®®®¬ {η} =
π1
...
Γ1 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
( πi
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1 θ ◦ η : ∆
′ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆
′ ⊢ MN : a
Where ®a = 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉 and η = 〈д1, . . . ,дn 〉 : ∆
′ → ∆.
Figure 4. Right action on derivations.
π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®b ⇒ a
©­«
[fi ]πα (i )
...
Γα (i ) ⊢ M : bi
ª®¬
k′
i=1
(1 ⊗ α⋆) ◦ η : ∆ → Γ0 ⊗
⊗k′
i=1 Γα (i )
∆ ⊢ MN : a
∼
[〈α , ®f 〉 ⇒ 1]π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
( πi
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1 η : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : a
π0{θ0}
...
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
©­«
πi {θi }
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
ª®¬
k
i=1 η : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : a
∼
π0
...
Γ
′
0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
( πi
...
Γ
′
i ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1
(
⊗k
j=0 θj ) ◦ η : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γ
′
j
∆ ⊢ MN : a
Where 〈α , f1, . . . , fk′〉 : ®a = 〈a1, . . . , ak 〉 →
®b = 〈b1, . . . ,bk′〉 and θi : Γi → Γ
′
i .
Figure 5. Congruence on type derivations.

Corollary 5.7. LetM ∈ Λ. IfM is head-normalisable then JMK®x ,
∅
DA,SD
l( ®x)
A
.
6 Head-Normalization Theorem
In this section we present a parametric normalization theorem for
our systems, adapting the reducibility argument of [12, 32] to our
categorified setting. The construction of the argument is classical,
but there is a technical improvement to be made in order to lift it
to a category-theoretic perspective.
We give some preliminaries definitions. We define a function
H : Λ → Λ as follows
H (M) =
{
M ifM = λ®x .xQ1 . . .Qk
λ®x .P{Q/x}Q1 . . .Qk ifM = λ®x .((λx .P)Q)Q1 . . .Qk .
We set H 0(M) = M . We clearly have thatM → H (M).We say that
the head-reduction ofM ends if there exists n ∈ N such that Hn(M)
is a head-normal form.
For a a setX ⊆ Λwe say thatX is saturatedwhen ifM{N /x}N1 . . .Nn ∈
X then ((λx .M)N )N1 . . .Nn ∈ X. Given X1,X2 ⊆ Λ, we set X1 ⇒
X2 = {M ∈ Λ | for all N ∈ X1,MN ∈ X2}.
Given a small category A an intepretation is a functor I : A →
(℘Λ,⊆). Given δ ∈ DA ⊔ SDA we define the set of realizers of δ by
induction as follows:
JoKI = I (o) J〈〉KI = Λ J〈a0, . . . ,ak 〉KI =
k⋂
i=0
Jai KI
J®a ⇒ aKI = J®aKI ⇒ JaK
Lemma 6.1. Let δ ,δ ′ ∈ DA ⊔ SDA. If f : δ → δ
′ then JδKI ⊆
Jδ ′KI .
Proof. By induction on the structure of δ ′. If δ ′ = o ∈ A then
δ = o′ ∈ A and the result follows immediately by functoriality
of I . If δ ′ = ®a ⇒ a then δ = ®a′ ⇒ a′, 〈α , ®д〉 : ®a′ → ®a and
д : a → a′ with f = 〈α , ®д〉 ⇒ д. By IH, J®a′KI ⊆ J®aKI and JaKI ⊆
Ja′KI . By a simple inspection of the definitions we can conclude,
since if M ∈ J®a ⇒ aK then for all N ∈ J®a′KI ⊆ J®aKI one has
that MN ∈ JaKI ⊆ Ja
′KI . If δ
′
= 〈〉 then the result is immediate
since J〈〉KI = Λ. If δ
′
= 〈a0, . . . ,ak 〉 then δ = 〈a
′
0, . . . ,a
′
k′
〉 and
f = 〈α , f0, . . . , fk 〉 with fi : a
′
α (i )
→ ai . By inductive hypothesis
then Jaα (i )KI ⊆ Jai KI . Since
⋂k′
j=0Ja
′
j KI ⊆
⋂k
i=0Ja
′
α (i )
KI we can
conclude. 
Lemma 6.2. Let M,N ,N1, . . . ,Nn ∈ Λ and I be an interpretation.
Ifx1 : ®a1, . . . ,xn : ®an ⊢ M : a andNi ∈ J®ai KI thenM{N1, . . . ,Nn/x1, . . . ,xn } ∈
JaKI .
Proof. If M = xi then M{N1, . . . ,Nn/x1, . . . ,xn } = Ni ∈ JaK. We
have
f1 : ®a1 → 〈〉, . . . , fi : ®ai → 〈a〉, . . . , fn : ®an → 〈〉
x1 : ®a1, . . . ,xi : ®ai , . . . ,xn : ®an ⊢ xi : a
By hypothesis Ni ∈ J®ai K then, by Lemma 6.1 we can conclude.
The abstraction case is immediate by IH and the application case
is again a corollary of Lemma 6.1 and the IH. 
We define HN = {M ∈ Λ | M The head-reduction of M ends}
andHN0 = {xN1 . . .Nn | Ni ∈ Λ}. We set IHN : A→ (℘Λ,⊆) to
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be the functor such that for all a ∈ A, IHN (a) = HN , the action
on morphisms being the trivial one.
Lemma 6.3. For all a ∈ DA we have HN0 ⊆ JaKIHN ⊆ HN .
Lemma 6.4. Let M ∈ Λ. If M is typable in the system EA then the
reduction of M ends.
Proof. Let x1 : ®a1, . . . ,xn : ®an ⊢ M : a. By lemma 6.3 we have
xi ∈ Jai KIHN . By Lemma 6.2 we have that
M{x1, . . . xn/x1, . . . ,xn } = M ∈ JaKIHN .
By Lemma 6.3 we have JaKIHN ⊆ HN . ThenM ∈ HN . 
Theorem 6.5. LetM ∈ Λ. The following statements are equivalent.
• JMK®x , ∅DA, !SD
l( ®x)
A
.
• The head-reduction of M ends.
• M is head-normalizable.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Corollary of Theorems 5 and Lemma 6.4. (2) ⇒
(3) immediate by definition. (3) ⇒ (1) by Theorem 5.1 and Corol-
lary 5.7. 
7 Some Worked Out Examples
We present two concrete constructions of the distributor-induced
denotational semantics thatwe introduced in the previous sections.
We chose the examples of the non-idempotent intersection (sym-
metric monoidal strict completion) and of the cartesian one (carte-
sian strict completion). In doing so, we follow [37]. Indeed, those
two examples are particularly relevant since they correspond to
the categorification of the two best known intersection type sys-
tems: the linear logic induced Gardner-De Carvalho System R [12,
25] and the original Coppo-Dezani System DΩ [9]. The first one
is non-idempotent, the second one is idempotent. In our setting,
the idempotency issue is replaced by an operational one: which
operations do we allow on intersections?
Example 1: Linear Resources We present a refinement of the stan-
dard Gardner-De Carvalho non-idempotent intersection type sys-
tem R . That system has a categorical counterpart in the linear
logic induced relational model for pure λ-calculus [12]. The inter-
section type is given by multisets. In our case, we achieve a non-
idempotent and commutative (up to isos) intersection type system
applying our construction in the special case where the resource
monad S is the 2-monad for symmetric strict monoidal categories.
The corresponding intersection type system is system RA in Figure
6.
In the case of linear intersection, one could prove the head-
normalization theorem in a combinatorial way. We set JMKRA
®x
to be the denotation of M in the case where SA is the symmet-
ric monoidal strict completion of A. We define the size of a type
derivation by induction as follows:
s
(
α : a′ → a
x1 : 〈〉, . . . ,xi : 〈a
′〉, . . . ,xn : 〈〉 ⊢ xi : a
)
= 0
s
©­­«
π
...
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a
ª®®¬ = s (π )
s
©­­­«
π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a
( πi
...
Γi ⊢ M : ai
)k
i=1 η : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : a
ª®®®¬ = s (π0) +
∑
i ∈[k]
s (πi ) + 1
Let ρ∆,a : JMK
RA
®x
(∆,a)  TD (M)
RA
®x
(∆,a) be the isomorphism
given by Theorem 5. Then for α ∈ JMK®x (∆,a) we set s (α) =
s
(
ρ∆,a(α)
)
.
Theorem 7.1. Let M,N ∈ Λ. We have a natural isomorphism
φ∆,a : JMK
RA
®x
(∆,a)  JH (M)KRA
®x
(∆,a)
such that for α ∈ JMKRA
®x
(∆,a), s
(
φ∆,a(α)
)
 s (α) .
By the former theorem one can achieve head-normalization in
a purely combinatorial way:
Theorem7.2. LetM ∈ Λ. If JMKRA
®x
, ∅D,SD l( ®x) the head reduction
ofM ends.
Proof. We have that, for φ : JMKRA
®x
 JH (M)KRA
®x
. If JMKRA
®x
,
∅D,SD l( ®x) then JH (M)K
RA
®x
, ∅D,SD l( ®x) . We considerα ∈ JMK
RA
®x
(∆,a)
for some 〈∆,a〉 ∈ SDl( ®x )×D.Then, by the former theorem, s
(
φ∆,a
)
<
s (α) . Then we can apply the IH and conclude. 
Example 7.3. We provide some example of type derivations in
system RA, giving also some intuition for what concerns the con-
gruence on type derivations.
1. We fix two types a,a′ and a morphism f : a′ → a between
them. One can think of them as, e .д. a = 〈∗, 〈∗〉 ⇒ ∗〉
and a′ = 〈〈∗〉 ⇒ ∗, ∗〉 with f = σ ⇒ 1 being the obvious
permutation.
Let us type the term xx :
1 : 〈a〉 ⇒ a → 〈a〉 ⇒ a
x : 〈〈a〉 ⇒ a〉 ⊢ x : 〈a〉 ⇒ a
1 : a → a
x : 〈a〉 ⊢ x : a 〈(1, 2), f , 1〉
x : 〈a′, 〈a〉 ⇒ a〉 ⊢ xx : a
We call π the previous derivation. Now consider the
following type derivation π ′
1 : (〈a〉 ⇒ a) → (〈a〉 ⇒ a)
x : 〈〈a〉 ⇒ a〉 ⊢ x : 〈a〉 ⇒ a
f : a′ → a
x : 〈a′〉 ⊢ x : a 〈(1, 2), 1, 1〉
x : 〈a′, 〈a〉 ⇒ a〉 ⊢ xx : a
We produced π ′ by anticipating the morphism induced
by α in π . The equivalence induced by the semantics (Fig-
ure 5, second equivalence) says that we have the right to
consider π and π ′ as the same type derivation.
2. Let us type the λ-term (λx .x)z :
π =
f : a′ → a
x : 〈a′〉 ⊢ x : a
⊢ λx .x : 〈a′〉 ⇒ a
1 : a′ → a′
z : 〈a′〉 ⊢ z : a′ 1
z : 〈a′〉 ⊢ (λx .x)z : a
Now consider the following derivation
π ′ =
1 : a → a
x : 〈a〉 ⊢ x : a
⊢ λx .x : 〈a〉 ⇒ a
f : a′ → a
z : 〈a′〉 ⊢ z : a 1
z : 〈a′〉 ⊢ (λx .x)z : a
We produced π ′ by swapping the role of the morphism
f in π . The equivalence induced by the semantics (Figure
5, first equivalence) says that we have the right to consider
π and π ′ as the same type derivation.
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System RA :
α : a′ → a
x1 : 〈〉, . . . , xi : 〈a
′〉, . . . ,xn : 〈〉 ⊢ xi : a
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a
Γ0 ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a (Γi ⊢ N : ai )i ∈[k] η : ∆ →
⊗k
j=0 Γj
∆ ⊢ MN : a
System CA :
f1 : ®a1 → 〈〉, . . . , fi : ®a → 〈a〉, . . . , fn : ®an → 〈〉
x1 : ®a1, . . . ,xi : ®a, . . . xn : ®an ⊢ xi : a
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M : ®a ⇒ a
∆ ⊢ M : ®a ⇒ a (∆ ⊢ N : ai )i ∈[k]
∆ ⊢ MN : a
Where ®a = 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉.
Figure 6. Intersection type systems RA and CA.
Example 2: Cartesian Resources In this section we focus on the
type theoretic semantics induced by the cartesian resource monad.
In this framework, a resource can be copied and deleted at wish.
When SA is cartesian, the Day convolution on PSA is isomor-
phic to the cartesian product. Hence, composition in S-CatSym is
given by the following formula
G ◦ F (®a, c) =
∫ 〈b1, ...,bk 〉∈SB
G(®b, c) ×
∏
i ∈[n]
F (®a,bi ).
By straighforward coend manipulations8, we derive the type
system CA described in Figure 6. Actions on type derivations are
defined in the straightforwardway. The equivalence on type deriva-
tion in this case is generated only by the first rule of Figure 5, since
now the coend on contexts disappered. It is worth noting that the
cartesian category of typesDA admits all the basic axioms imposed
on the preorder over idempotent intersection types [1]. However,
the two conditions
πi,2 : ®a1 ⊕ ®a2 → ®ai c ®a : ®a → ®a ⊕ ®a
do not determine an idempotency ®a ⊕ ®a  ®a. In our categorified
setting, idempotency is replaced by the possibility to perform two
operations on resources: copying and deleting.
Example 7.4. We provide some example of type derivations in
system CA, giving also some intuition for what concerns the con-
gruence on type derivations.
1. Let us type the termM = (λx .(xx)x). Let b = 〈a〉 ⇒ 〈a〉 ⇒
a. Consider the following type derivation π :
π1 : 〈b,a〉 → 〈b〉
x : 〈b,a〉 ⊢ x : 〈a〉 ⇒ 〈a〉 ⇒ a
π2 : 〈b,a〉 → 〈a〉
x : 〈b,a〉 ⊢ x : a
x : 〈b,a〉 ⊢ xx : 〈a〉 ⇒ a
π2 : 〈b,a〉 → 〈a〉
x : 〈b,a〉 ⊢ x : a
x : 〈b,a〉 ⊢ (xx)x : a
⊢ λx .(xx)x : 〈b,a〉 ⇒ a
Now consider the following type derivation ρ :
π
...
⊢ λx .(xx)x : 〈b,a〉 ⇒ a ⊢ N : b ⊢ N : a
⊢ (λx .(xx)x)N : a
and π ′ :
8Simply observing that the tensor product over SDn is cartesian.
π1 : 〈b,a,a〉 → 〈b〉
x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⊢ x : 〈a〉 ⇒ 〈a〉 ⇒ a
π2 : 〈b,a,a〉 → 〈a〉
x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⊢ x : a
x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⊢ xx : 〈a〉 ⇒ a
π3 : 〈b,a,a〉 → 〈a〉
x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⊢ x : a
x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⊢ (xx)x : a
⊢ λx .(xx)x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⇒ a
We have that π = [c∗ ⇒ 1]π ′ where c∗ = 1〈b 〉 ⊕ c 〈a 〉 . If we
consider then the following derivation ρ′ :
π ′
...
⊢ λx .(xx)x : 〈b,a,a〉 ⇒ a ⊢ N : b ⊢ N : a ⊢ N : a
⊢ (λx .(xx)x)N : a
We have that ρ ∼ ρ′ by the first rule of congruence (Figure 5).
8 Conclusions
Results Bringing together several independent results and per-
spectives, we gave a consistent argument in favour of considering
the bicategory of distributors as an appropriate framework for a
general theory of intersection types. We defined a family of Kleisli
bicategories of distributors, parametric over a resource monad. We
gave a sufficient condition for these Kleisli bicategories to be carte-
sian closed. We then defined non-extensional models for pure λ-
calculus. We showed how each resource monad is equivalent to a
particular intersection type construction. Each model that we pre-
sented can be seen as an appropriate category of types. From this
category of types we defined an intersection type system and, con-
sequently, a proof relevant denotational semantics. We then proved
that these semantics are coherent with respect to solvability.
Perspectives The flexibility of our approach opens a considerable
amount of possible future investigations. From an abstract stand-
point, it is tempting to go even a bit further in the direction of [37]
and identify the free intersection type system over a small category
A with an interpretation homomorphism between the symmetric
2-operad of λ-terms and the bicategory Dist . This identification
makes intuitively sense because of the strict connection between
Kleisli bicategories of distributors and multicategories [22]. We
leave all these speculations to future work.
We also believe that a clear statement of the relationship be-
tween our general intersection types construction and the rigid
Taylor expansion semantics [42, 43] would be of great interest.
Another possibility is the investigation of extentional collapse,
in the sense of [17]. We believe that connecting the approaches
of the present work and of [23] we could reach an understating of
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the semantic link between non-idempotent intersection types and
idempotent ones9 in the bicategorical setting of distributors.
An extention of our approach to probabilistic computation, alge-
braic λ-calculus [44] and call-by-push value [18, 19, 27, 34] would
also be of great interest. This would be somehow related to [43]
and [6]. Finally, another interesting question arises in the context
of Multiplicative Exponential Linear Logic (MELL). Since the no-
tion of experiment [15] can be thought as the proof-net version of
type derivations, a possible extension of this work to that setting
could give relevant information about the experiments reduction
[14].
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A Appendix
A.1 Bicategories in a Nutshell
For a proper introduction to bicategory theory we refer to [5].
A bicategory C is the collection of the following data:
• A set of objects, also called 0-cells Obj(C) ∋ A,B,C . . . ;
• for all A,B ∈ Obj(C), a category C(A,B). Objects of these
categories are called 1-cells ormorphisms, while arrows are
called 2-cells or 2-morphisms. Composition of 2-cells is gen-
erally called vertical composition;
• For every A,B,C ∈ Obj(C) a functor
◦A,B,C : C(B,C) × C(A,B) → C(A,C)
(G, F ) 7→ G ◦ F
(β ,α) 7→ β ◦ α
called horizontal composition;
• for every A ∈ Obj(C) a functor 1A : 1 → C(A,A). With an
abuse of notation we identify 1A(⋆) with 1A and we call it
the identity of A;
• for all F : A → B, G : B → C and H : C → D, a family of
invertible 2-cells
αH ,G,F : H ◦ (G ◦ F )  (H ◦G) ◦ F
expressing the associativity laws;
• for all F : A→ B families of invertible 2-cells
λF : 1B ◦ F  F ρF : F  F ◦ 1A
expressing the identity laws.
This data is subject to additional coherence axioms.
A 2-category is a bicategory where the associativity and identi-
ties are strict.
Definition A.1. Let A,B be two bicategories. A morphism Φ :
A → B is the collection of the following data:
• A function Φ : Obj(A) → Obj(B).
• For each pair of objects A,B a functor ΦA,B : A(A,B) →
B(Φ0(A),Φ0(B)).
• for F : A→ B and G : B → C families of 2-cells
ϕG,F : Φ(G ◦ F ) → Φ(G) ◦ Φ(F ) ΦA : Φ(1A) → 1Φ(A).
This data is subject to three choerence axioms. If the required 2-
cells are isomorphisms, Φ is called a pseudofunctor.
A.2 Bidimensional Universal Algebra
We recall some basic definitions of the bidimensional theory of
monads. Two-dimensional monad theory is an appropriate setting
to study free categorical constructions, such as monoidal categories,
groupoids, categories with finite (co) limits etc. For 2-monad the-
ory we refer to [4].
Definition A.2. Let C be a 2-category. A 2-monad over C is a
triple (T ,m, e)whereT is a 2-endofunctor on C andm : T 2 → T , e :
1 → T are 2-natural transformations satisfying the usual monadic
commutative diagrams. A pseudomonad over C is the same as a
2-monad but the commutation of diagrams is only up to coherent
isomorphisms.
Given a 2-monad S over C, we can build the 2-category of alge-
bras of S , S- AlдC as follows:
• An object of S-AlдC is given by an objectA ∈ C, called the
underlying object, and a morphism hA : SA→ A, called the
structure map, that is compatible with the monadic struc-
ture in the usual way.
We generally denote algebras by A,B, . . .
• For algebras A,B a morphism f : A → B is a morphism
f : A→ B together with an invertible 2-cell
SA SB
A B
Sf
hA hB
f
required to satisfy two coherence axioms [4].
For the pseudoalgebras of a 2-monad, the usual monadic dia-
grams areweakened into coherences [4]. We denote the 2-category
of pseudoalgebras of S as S-PsAlдC .
A.3 Coends
We list the three fundamental lemmas of coend calculus.
Lemma A.3. Every cocontinuous functor preserves coends.
Lemma A.4 (Fubini). Let F : Co ×C × Do × D → E be a functor.
We have∫ (c,d )
F (c, c,d,d) 
∫ c ∫ d
F (c, c,d,d) 
∫ d ∫ c
F (c, c,d,d)
Lemma A.5 ( Yoneda Ninja). Let K ,H : C → D be, respectively, a
contravariant and a covariant functor. We have the following natural
isomorphisms
K(−) 
∫ c ∈C
K(c) ×C(−,c) H (−) 
∫ c ∈C
H (c) ×C(c,−)
A.4 Relative Pseudomonads of Presheaves
Definition A.6 (Relative pseudomonad). Let J : C → D be a
pseudofunctor. A relative pseudomonad T over J is the collection
of the following data:
• for A ∈ C, an object TA ∈ D;
• For A,B ∈ C a functor (−)∗
A,B : D(JA,TB) → D(TA,TB);
• for A ∈ C, a morphism iA : JA→ TA;
• for f : A → B and д : B → C a family of invertible two-
cells µf ,д : (д
∗ ◦ f )∗  д∗ ◦ f ∗;
• for f : JA → TB a family of invertible two cells ηf : f 
f ∗ ◦ iA;
• A family of invertible two cells i∗
A
 1TA.
This data has also to satisfy two coherence conditions [22].
We sketch the structure of the relative pseudomonad P of presheaves
over the inclusion functor of 2-categories J : Cat → CAT .We iden-
tify JA = A.
• for A ∈ Cat we have PA = [Ao , Set] ∈ CAT ;
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• For A ∈ Cat , we have iA = yA;
• for A,B ∈ Cat the lifting functor
(−)∗A,B : CAT (A,PB) → CAT (PA,PB)
is defined via left Kan extension
A PA
PB
yA
F
F ∗=LyA (F )
A.5 Liftings of Pseudomonads
We sketch the structure of the Kleisli bicategory for a relative pseu-
domonad. LetT be a relative pseudomonad over J : C → D. There
exists a bicategory Kl(T ) [22], defined as follows.
• Obj(Kl(T )) = Obj(C).
• Kl(T )(A,B) = D(JA,TB).
• For F : A→ B and G : B → C, composition is defined as
G ◦ F = G∗ ◦ F .
• For A ∈ Kl(T ), the identity morphism is 1A = iA.
Associativity and unit isomorphisms derives from the structure
of the relative pseudomonad.
Lemma A.7 (Fiore-Gambino-Hyland-Winskel). The bicateogry of
distributors is the Kleisli bicategory for the relative pseudomonad of
presheaves P on the inclusion functor j : Cat → CAT .
We remark that if a 2-monad restricts along a pseudofunctor
J : C → D[22], we have a lifting of J to algebras of S :
J˜ : S-AlдC → S-PsAlдD .
DefinitionA.8. LetT be a relative pseudomonad over J : C → D
and S be a 2-monad over D that restricts along J . A lifting T˜ of T
to the pseudoalgebras of S consists of the following data:
• a pseudoalgebra structure on TA, for every A ∈ S-AlдC ;
• a pseudomorphism structure on f ∗ : TA → TB, for every
pseudomorphism f : J˜A→ TB;
• a pseudomorphism structure on iA : J˜A → TA for every
A ∈ S-AlдC .
We also require the existence of appropriate 2-morphisms, as in
the case of relative pseudomonads [22].
Theorem A.9. The resource monads admit a lifting of pseudoalge-
bras for the relative pseudomonad P .
Proof. We recall briefly the proof of [22] and we generalize it to
the missing cases.
Let S : CAT → CAT be a resource monad. We prove want
to prove that the relative pseudomonad of presheaves P on the
inclusion functor J : Cat → CAT lifts to the inclusion JS : S-
AlдCat → S-PsAlдCAT . In order to do so, we consider the 2-monad
S ′ that has the pseudoalgebras of S as strict algebras10. If we prove
that P lifts to this 2-category of algebras we can conclude, observ-
ing that S ′-AlдCAT ≃ S-PsAlдCAT and there is an evindent embed-
ding S-AlдCat → S
′-AlдCAT . To prove the lifting we use the uni-
versal property of Day convolution [29]. Let A be an S-monoidal
10We cannot directly consider a lifting of strict algebras, since the Day convolution
product is not strict. A pseudoalgebra for a strict monoidal 2-monad is a monoidal
category in the unbiased sense, see [33].
category and B be an S-monoidal cocomplete category. The heart
of the proof is the fact that the Yoneda embedding is S-monoidal.
This, by universal property of the Day convolution, gives an ad-
junction
S −MON(A,B) S −MONCOC(PA,B)
(−)◦yA
(−)∗
⊥
(F )∗ being the left Kan extension of F along the Yoneda embed-
ding YA. In order to extend Fiore, Gambino, Hyland and Winskel’s
method to other cases, we need to check three conditions:
1. The relevant structure lifts to presheaves.
2. The Yoneda embedding preserves the relevant structure.
3. The left Kan extension LYA(F ) : PA → B preserve the
relevant structure.
We consider the casewhen SA is the free symmetric strictmonoidal
category with diagonals. We recall the definitions. A symmetric
monoidal category A has diagonals when there is a monoidal nat-
ural transformation
cx : x → x ⊗ x
between the identity endofunctor and the composite endofunctor
⊗ ◦ ∆, where ∆ is the usual diagonal functor, such that
c1 = l1
σa,a ◦ ca = ca
and
αa,a,a ◦ (1a ⊗ ca ) ◦ ca = (ca ⊗ 1a) ◦ ca .
We observe that, for a symmetric monoidal category with diago-
nals, the diagonal endofunctor F (x) = x ⊗ x is strong monoidal,
with natural transformations
σa,b : (a ⊗ a) ⊗ (b ⊗ b) → (a ⊗ b) ⊗ (a ⊗ b)
c1 : 1 → 1 ⊗ 1
1. We prove that PA admits diagonals, if A does. Let X ∈ PA
we have
(X ⊗ˆX )(a) =
∫ a1,a2∈A
X (a1) × X (a2) × SA(a,a1 ⊕ a2)
The monoidal natural transformation cX : X → X ⊗ˆX is
then defined pointwise as
x 7→ ((b,b), (x, x), cb )
with x ∈ X (b).We need to check that this defines a natural
transformation, i.e. that the following diagram commutes
X (b) X (a)
X ⊗ˆX (b) X ⊗ˆX (b)
X (f )
cX (b ) cX (a)
X ⊗ˆX (f )
By definition, we have that
(cX (a) ◦ X (f ))(x) = ((a,a), (X (f )(x),X (f )(x)), ca )
and, by naturality of cb ,
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(X ⊗ˆX )f ) ◦ cX (b))(x) = ((b,b), (x, x), (f ⊗ f ) ◦ ca )
The two points are then equivalent by the coend equiv-
alence relation. Indeed, take (f , f ) : (a,a) → (b,b) then
((b,b), (x, x), cb ◦ f ) = ((b,b), (x, x), {(f , f )}cb )
and
((a,a), (X (f )(x),X (f )(x)), ca ) = ((b,b)[(f , f )], (x, x)[(f , f )], cb ).
The above definition is actually the explicit presenta-
tion of the diagonals that the category PA obtain via the
Yoneda embedding. Indeed one can reason as follows: for
any representables Y (a) ∈ PA, the natural transformation
Y (ca) is a diagonal, since Yoneda is a full and faithful strong
monoidal functor. By coend manipulations one can prove
that the Day convolution commutes with colimits
lim
−→
(Y (b)⊗ˆY (b))  lim
−→
Y (b)⊗ˆ lim
−→
Y (b).
For an arbitrary presheaf X , by the density theorem we
know that X  lim
−→
a→X
Y (a). Then the diagonal cX is given
by universal property of the colimit construction:
Y (a) Y (b)
X
X ⊗ˆX
Y (f )
ϕa
ψa
ϕb
ψb
cX
where ψa = ψ
′
a ◦ ca , with ψ
′
a : Y (a)⊗ˆY (a) → X ⊗ˆX being
the cocone for Y (a)⊗ˆY (a).
We now need to prove that cX : X → X ⊗ˆX is suitably
natural and monoidal.
Since we are dealing with a family of functions, it is
enough to prove the commutation of the following diagram
pointwise
X Y
X ⊗ˆX Y ⊗ˆY
η
cX cY
η ⊗ˆη
That follows immediately by colimit construction. The
same is true for symmetry, associativity and monoidality.
2. We prove that the left Kan extension LY (F ) : PA→ B pre-
serves diagonals. We use a universal property argument,
similar to the one used in [22] for finite products. We know
that a presheaf X ∈ PA is a colimit of representables. By
universal property of the colimit construction we can then
conclude. Indeed, by the fact that the Yoneda embedding
preserves diagonals, we get for free that the left Kan exten-
sion LY (F ) preserves diagonals of representables. By easy
coend manipulations, we have
lim
−→
(Y (b)⊗ˆY (b))  lim
−→
Y (b)⊗ˆ lim
−→
Y (b)
By monoidality and left adjointness of LY (F ),
LY (F )(lim−→
Y (b)⊗ˆlim
−→
Y (b))  lim
−→
LY (F )(Y (b)) ⊗B lim−→
LY (F )(Y (b))
Then, by universal property we prove that the unique
morphism
lim
−→
LY (F )(Y (b)) → lim−→
LY (F )(Y (b)) ⊗B lim−→
LY (F )(Y (b))
is the diagonal.
In the case that SA is the free cartesian monoidal category, we
slightly modify the proof of [22]. In this case, the Day convolution
is isomorphic to the cartesian product of presheaves.
X ⊗ˆY (b) =
∫ b1,b2∈B
X (b ′) × Y (b2) × B(b,b1 ⊗ b2)
Then, by the fact that the product is right adjoint to the diagonal
functor we have

∫ b1,b2∈B
X (b1) × Y (b2) × B(b,b1) × B(b,b2)
By applying Yoneda twice we conclude
 X (b) × Y (b) = (X × Y )(b)
Now one can apply exactly the same argument as for the con-
traction case, using the fact that the Yoneda embedding is limit
preserving. 
A.6 S-Dist as Kleisli Bicategory
The content of this section is a corollary of the constructions pre-
sented in [24], [21] [22]. We fix a general resource monad S .
Proposition A.10 (Fiore-Gambino-Hyland-Winskel). If a relative
pseudomonad T on j : C → D admits a lifting to pseudo-algebras of
S , then S can be extended to a pseudomonad on Kl(T ).
Given a resource monad S over CAT , we want to explicitly de-
fine the Kelisli bicategory S˜-Dist . In order to do so, we need an
explicit definition of S˜ . To achieve it, we recall the construction of
S˜ presented in [22] in the particular case where J : Cat → CAT ,T
is the relative pseudomonad P of presheaves and Kl(P) = Dist .
We have a forgetful functor U : Kl(P˜) → Kl(P), where P˜ is the
lifting of P to pseudoalgebras of S . We want to describe the left
pseudoadjoint to U .
In order to to so, we consider the action of the 2-monad S re-
stricted to Kl(P) = Dist .
1. for A ∈ Cat we have that the free algebra FA = (SA,hA :
SSA→ SA) is clearly an object ofKl(P˜), since, in particular,
FA is a strict algebra, hence a pseudoalgebra.
2. For f ∈ Dist(A,B) = Cat(A,PB)wehave F f ∈ S-PsAlд(A,B)
is the essentially unique functor defined by the universal
property of the free construction
A SA
PB
ηA
f
f ♯
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PB being equipped with the Day convolution, that admits
a (unbiased) S-monoidal structure. Being non-strict, the
former diagram commutes only up to iso. For this reason
we had to consider pseudoalgebras in the first place. Con-
cretely
F f (〈a1, . . . ,an〉) = ⊗i ∈[n] f (ai )
then, here, it will be the n-ary Day convolution
〈a1, . . . ,an〉 → fa1 ⊗ˆ . . . ⊗ˆ fan
defined as
(fa1 ⊗ˆ . . . ⊗ˆ fan )(b) =
∫ b1, ...,bn ∈B ∏
i ∈[n]
fai (bi ) × B(b,⊗i ∈[n]bi )
By the argument presented in [22], we have the following
equivalence:
D(JA,UPB) ≃ S-PsAlдD (S JA,PB)
That gives a pseudoadjunction F ⊣ U .
Then the pseudomonad S˜ : Dist → Dist is the pseudomonad
associated to this pseudoadjunction. The explicit construction is
as follows:
1. The endofunctor is the composite endofunctorU ◦ F ;
2. the unit is simply the associated distributor of the unit of
S , i.e.
eA(®a, a) = SA(®a, 〈a〉)
3. The multiplication is again simply the associated distribu-
tor of the multiplication of S , i.e.
mA(®a, 〈®a1, . . . , ®an〉) = SA(®a, ⊕i ∈[n] ®ai )
Then S − Dist(A,B) = Dist(A,SB) = Cat(A,PSB).
A.7 The Bicategory S-Dist
We give an explicit presentation of the Kleisli bicategory for the
pseudomonad S˜, for S being a resource monad. The explicit struc-
ture of S-Dist is as follows:
1. Obj(S-Dist )= Obj(Dist) = Obj(Cat).
2. For A,B ∈ S-Dist , we have S-Dist(A,B) = Dist(A, SB).
3. The identity S-distributor is defined as
YSA ◦ ηA
Explicitly, 1A(®a,a) = SA(®a, 〈a〉).
4. For F : A → PSB, we have F ♯ : SA → PSB defined as the
(essentially) unique distributor that makes the following di-
agram commute
A SA
PSB
ηA
F
F ♯
Explicitly, F ♯(〈a1, . . . ,an〉)(®b) = (
⊗ˆ
i ∈[n]F (ai ))(
®b) =∫ ®b1, ..., ®bn ∈SB ∏
i ∈[n]
F (ai )(®bi ) × SB(
⊗
i ∈[n]
®bi , ®b)
that is the n-ary Day convolution.
5. For F : A 9 SB and G : B 9 SC, composition is given as
follows
(G ◦ F )(®c,a) =
∫ ®b ∈SB
G♯(®c, ®b) × F (®b,a).
A.7.1 The Cartesian Closed Structure of S-CatSym
We set S-CatSym = S-Distop . In this section we extend the results
of [21] and [24] to our parametrized setting.
Definition A.11 ([21]). To define a right biadjoint to a pseudo-
functor Φ : A → B it is enough to give:
• 0-cells ΨB ∈ A for B ∈ B.
• 1-cells qB : ΦΨB → B.
• a family of adjoint equivalences of categories, for A ∈ A
and B ∈ B,
C(A,ΨB) B(ΦA,B).
(−)♭
qA◦Φ(−)
⊥
Proposition A.12. The bicategory S-CatSym is cartesian.
Proof. We prove it by building a right biadjoint to the diagonal
pseudofunctor. For small categories (Ai )i ∈[n] we set
&i ∈[n]Ai =
∑
i ∈[n]
Ai
We define the projections
πi,n : &i ∈[n]Ai  Ai
πi,n(®c,a) = S(&Ai )(®c, 〈ιi (a)〉)
we define the pairing
〈F1, . . . , Fn〉( ®v, ιi (a)) = Fi ( ®v, a)
We now prove that we have an adjoint equivalence
S-CatSym(B,&i ∈[n]Ai )
∏
i ∈[n] S-CatSym(Ai,B)
〈−〉
(π1,n◦(−), ...,πn,n◦(−))
⊥
In order to do so, we compute the unit and counit isomorphisms.
For F : B  &i ∈[n]Ai , the components of the unit are given by a
natural isomorphism
F  〈π1,n ◦ F , . . . ,πn,n ◦ F 〉
We prove it by coend manipulations.
〈π1,n ◦ F , . . . , πn,n ◦ F 〉(®b, ιi (a)) = πi,n ◦ F (®b,a)
πi,n ◦ F (®b,a) =
∫ ®c ∈&Ai
πi,n(®c,a) × F
♯(®b, ®c)
We develop ∫ ®c ∈&Ai
S(&Ai )(®c, 〈ιi (a)〉) × F
♯(®b, ®c)
Then we apply Yoneda and we conclude. The counit case is again
by coend manipulations. 
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Theorem A.13. The bicategory S-CatSym is cartesian closed.
Proof. First, we consider the equivalence of categories
S(A ⊔ B) ≃ SA × SB
We denote the components as µ0 : S(A ⊔ B) → SA × SB and
µ1 : SA × SB → S(A ⊔ B). We have the following corrisponding
distributors:
µ¯0 : S(A ⊔ B)9 SA × SB
(〈®a, ®b〉, ®c) 7→ (SA× SB)(〈®a, ®b〉, µ0(®c))
µ¯1 : SA × SB 9 S(A ⊔ B)
(®c, 〈®a, ®b〉) 7→ (S(A ⊔ B))(®c, µ1(®a, ®b))
We set
BA = SAo × B
Thenwe define the S-categorical symmetric sequence evA,B : B
A&
A B as
evA,B = µ¯1 ◦ 1BA
Explicitly,
evA,B(®c,b) =
∫ ®d ∈S (SAo×B) ∫ ®a∈SA
S((SAo × B) ⊔ A)(®c, ®d ⊕ ®a)
×S(SAo × B)( ®d, (〈®a,b〉))
∫ ®a∈SA
S((SAo × B) ⊔ A)(®c, 〈(®a,b)〉 ⊕ ®a)
Thenwe proceed to show that the cartesian product pseudofunctor
admits a right biadjoint. ForG : A& B  C we define its currying
as
λB (G)(®a, 〈®b, c〉) = G(®a ⊕ ®b, c)
We now prove that there is an adjoint equivalence
S-CatSym(A& B,C) S-CatSym(A,CB)
λB (−)
evB◦(−&B)
⊥
In order to do so, we compute the unit and counit isomorphisms.
For F : A CB the components of the unit are given by a natural
isomorphism
F  λB (evB,C ◦ (F & B))
We show it by coend manipulations.
λB (evB,C ◦ (F & B))(®a, 〈®b, c〉) = evB,C ◦ (F & B)(®a ⊕ ®b, c)
=
∫ ®d ∈S ((SBo×C )⊔B)
evB,C ( ®d, c) × (F & B)
♯(®a ⊕ ®b, ®d)
By definition of ev and Yoneda

∫ ®b ′∈SB
(F & B)♯(®a ⊕ ®b, 〈®b, c〉 ⊕ ®b)
By definition of the product pseudofunctor

∫ ®b ′∈SB
F (®a, (®b ′, c))×
∫ ®bi ∈SB ∏
i ∈[l ( ®b)]
SB(®bi ,b
′
i )×SB(,
®b,
⊕
®bi )
Applying several times Yoneda we can then conclude
 F (®a, (®b, c))
The counit case is again by lengthy coend manipulations. 
B Intersection Type Semantics
Theorem B.1. Let M ∈ Λ, ®x ⊃ FV (M) and Γ ⊢ M : D such that
supp(Γ) = ®x . We have a natural isomorphism
JMK®x  JΓ ⊢ M : DK ◦Dist µ1.
Proof. By induction on the structure ofM , via lengthy but straight-
forward coend manipulations. We set
&D = D & · · · & D
l(®x) = n times. If M = x then we have JΓ ⊢ M : DK(®a, a) =
S(&D)(®a, 〈ιi (a)〉). Then
JΓ ⊢ M : DK ◦Dist µ1(∆,a) =∫ ®a∈&D
S(&D)(®a, 〈ιi (a)〉) × SD
n(∆, µ1(®a))
We apply Yoneda and we conclude
SDn(∆, µ1(〈ιi (a)〉) = SD
n(∆, (〈〉, . . . , 〈a〉, . . . , 〈〉).
IfM = λx .M ′, we have JΓ ⊢ M : DK = i ◦ λ(JΓ,x : D ⊢ M ′ : DK)
JΓ ⊢ M : DK = i ◦ λ(JΓ,x : D ⊢ M ′ : DK)(®a,a) =∫ ®b ∈SDo×D
SD(ι(®b), 〈a〉) × λ(JΓ,x : D ⊢ M ′ : DK)♯(®a, ®b)
Since SDo × D is a full subcategory of D, we have

∫ ®b ∈SDo×D
S(SDo×D)(®b, (〈®c, c〉))×λ(JΓ,x : D ⊢ M ′ : DK)♯(®a, ®b)
With i(®c, c)  a. By Yoneda
 λ(JΓ,x : D ⊢ M ′ : DK)♯(®a, 〈®c, c〉)
 JΓ, x : D ⊢ M ′ : DK(®a ⊕ ®c, c)
Now we precompose with µ1 :∫ ®a∈SD
SDn(∆, µ1(®a)) × JΓ, x : D ⊢ M
′ : DK)♯(®a ⊕ ®c, c)
By IH
 JMK®x (∆ ⊕ ®c, c) = JMK®x (∆, i(®c, c))
IfM = PQ we have JΓ ⊢ M : DK = evD,D ◦ 〈j ◦ JΓ ⊢ P : DK, JΓ ⊢
Q : DK〉. By definition
=
∫ ®d ∈DD&D ∫ ®a∈SD
S(DD ⊔ D)( ®d, 〈(®a,b〉) ⊕ ®a)×
(〈j ◦ JΓ ⊢ P : DK, JΓ ⊢ Q : DK〉)♯( ®d, ®c)
By Yoneda

∫ ®a∈SD
(〈j ◦ JΓ ⊢ P : DK, JΓ ⊢ Q : DK〉)♯(〈〈®a,b〉〉 ⊕ ®a, ®c)
Then by definition of j we have
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∫ ®a0, ..., ®al ( ®a) ∈SD
JΓ ⊢ P : D ⇒ DK(®a0, ι(®a,b))×∏
i ∈[l ( ®a)]
JΓ ⊢ Q : DK(®ai ,ai ) × S(&D)(®c,
⊕
®aj )
If we precompose with µ1 and we apply Yoneda we get

∫ ®a0, ..., ®al ( ®a) ∈SD
JΓ ⊢ P : D ⇒ DK(®a0, ι(®a,b))×∏
i ∈[l ( ®a)]
JΓ ⊢ Q : DK(®ai , ai ) × SD
n(∆,
⊗
µ1(®aj ))
Now we develop the other side.
JPQK®x (∆,a) =
∫ ®a∈SD ∫ Γj ∈SDn
JPK®x (Γ0, ι(®a, a))×∏
JQK®x (Γi ,ai ) × SD
n(∆,
⊗
Γj )
If we apply the IH we can conclude, applying Yoneda several
times. 
Lemma B.2. TD (M)®x is a functor.
Proof. It is enough to prove that
TD (M)®x (д ◦ f ,θ ◦ η) = TD (M)®x (д,η) ◦TD (M)®x (f , θ)
since TD (M)(1(∆,a)) = 1TD (M)(∆,a) derives from an inspection of
the definitions. We prove the result by induction on the structure
ofM .
IfM = x the result follows immediately by functoriality of homs
since the morphisms action corresponds to pre- or post- composi-
tion.
Let M = λx .M ′. Given 〈f ,θ〉 : 〈a,∆′〉 → 〈a′,∆〉 and 〈д,η〉 :
〈a′, ∆′′〉 → 〈a′′, ∆′〉wehaveTD (M)(д◦f ,θ◦η)(π˜ ) = [д ◦ f ]π {θ ◦ η}
without any loss of generality, we take [д ◦ f ]π {θ ◦η} as represen-
tative. We have f = 〈α , ®f 〉 ⇒ f ′ : (®a ⇒ a)  ( ®a′ ⇒ a′) and
д = 〈β , ®д〉 ⇒ д′ : ( ®a′ ⇒ a′)  ( ®a′′ ⇒ a′′)
By definition, the last rule of π is of the shape:
π ′
...
∆,x : ®a ⊢ M ′ : a
∆ ⊢ λx .M ′ : ®a ⇒ a
Then [д ◦ f ]π {θ ◦ η} is defined as
[д′ ◦ f ′]π ′{θ ◦ η ⊕ 〈〈α , ®f 〉 ◦ 〈β , ®д〉〉}
...
∆
′, x : ®a′ ⊢ M ′ : a′
∆
′ ⊢ λx .M ′ : ®a′′ ⇒ a′′
We conclude applying the IH, since
(TD (M)®x (д, θ) ◦TD (M)®x (f ,η))(π
′)
= [д′ ◦ f ′]π ′{θ ◦ η ⊕ 〈〈σ , ®α〉 ◦ 〈τ , ®β〉〉}.
IfM = PQ then π is of the shape
π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ P : ®a → a
πi
...
(Γi ⊢ Q : ai )i ∈[k] η : ∆ →
⊗k
i=0 Γi
∆ ⊢ PQ : a
Now, given 〈θ, f 〉 : (∆′,a) → (∆,a′) and (θ ′, f ′) : (∆′′, a′) →
(∆′, a′′) we have that [f ′ ◦ f ]π {θ ◦ θ ′} is of the shape
[1 ⇒ (f ′ ◦ f )]π0
...
Γ0 ⊢ P : ®a → a
′′
πi
...
(Γi ⊢ Q : ai )i ∈[k] ζ : ∆
′′ →
⊗k
i=0 Γi
∆
′′ ⊢ PQ : a
Where ζ = (θ ◦θ ′)◦η. By IH we know that the action of morphism
for M is functorial, and we also have that composition of context
morphisms is associative. Then we can conclude That TD (PQ)®x is
a functor. 
Theorem B.3. LetM ∈ Λ. We have a natural isomorphism
JMK®x (∆,a)  TD (M)®x (∆,a)
Proof. We set l(®x) = n. We prove it by induction on the structure
ofM . IfM = x then the result is immediate, since JMK®x (∆,a) is just
the hom-set functor SDn(∆, 〈〈〉, . . . 〈a〉, . . . , 〈〉〉). If M = λx .M ′
then the result follows immediately by IH. If M = PQ let p ∈
JMK®x (∆,a) thenp = (b0, 〈b1, . . . ,bk 〉,
®β)witha0 ∈ JPK®x (Γ0, ι(〈®a,a〉),
〈b1, . . . ,bk 〉 ∈
∏k
i=1JQK®x (Γi , ai ) for some ®a = 〈a1, . . . , ak 〉 ∈ SD
and Γj ∈ SD
n . Following the definitions,
JPQK®x (∆,a) =∫ 〈a1, ...,ak 〉∈SD ∫ Γ0, ...,Γk ∈SDn
JPK®x (Γ0, ι((®a,a)))
×
∏
i ∈[k]
JQK®x (Γi , ai ) × SD
n (∆,
k⊗
j=0
(Γj ))
By the fact that a coend is a coequaliser [35], we get that:
JPQK®x (∆,a) ∑
〈a1, ...,ak 〉∈SD
((
∑
Γ0, ...,Γk ∈SDn
JPK®x (Γ0, ι(®a, a))
×
∏
i ∈[k]
JQK®x (Γi ,ai ) × SD
n(∆,
k⊗
j=0
(Γj )))/∼)/∼
′
The equivalences are defined as follows:
• let b0 ∈ JPK®x (, Γ0, ι(®a, a)), 〈b1, . . . ,bk 〉 ∈
∏k
i=1JQK®x (Γi ,ai )
and η ∈ SDn(∆,
⊗k
j=0(Γj )).
• Let 〈α , ®f 〉 = 〈α , f1, . . . , fk′〉 : 〈a1, . . . ,ak 〉 → 〈a
′
1, . . . ,a
′
k′
〉
and 〈θ0, . . . , θk 〉 : 〈Γ
′
0 , . . . Γ
′
k
〉 → 〈Γ0, . . . , Γk 〉.
Then we have
〈JPK®x (〈α ,
®f 〉)(b0), 〈b1, . . . ,bk 〉,η〉
∼
〈b0, 〈JQK®x (f1)(bα (1)), . . . , JQK®x (fn)(bα (k′))〉,α
⋆ ◦ η〉
and
〈JPK®x (θ0)(b0), 〈JQK®x (θ1)(b1), . . . , JQK®x (θn )(bn)〉,η〉
∼′
〈b0, 〈b1, . . . ,bn〉, (
k⊗
j=0
θj ) ◦ η〉
BY IH,
JPK®x (Γ0, ι(®a,a)) 
{
π˜
...
Γ0 ⊢ P : ®a ⇒ a
}
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Hence action of morphisms (σ , ®α ) : ®a → ®a′ corresponds to to
the action on derivations. It is interesting to notice the work of
contravariance in this case, since by definition 〈σ , ®α〉 ⇒ 1 : ( ®a′ ⇒
a) → (®a ⇒ a) when 〈σ , ®α〉 : ®a → ®a′. The same is true for Q . Then
we apply the IH and conclude, simply observing that we can write
the equivalences as in figure 5. 
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